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2019. Jack.Q: How do I avoid the image of a plain website being
stolen when sharing a link? There is a simple way to make all
the images in a plain website have privacy mode, which seems
to be the default for most websites. I'm talking about images
that appear when one clicks the image button and it usually
displays a black screen with a cross or something, which says
"This image may not be displayed". Here is what a normal
image looks like: and here is what a privacy mode image looks
like (so you see that no icon is displayed): So my question is: Is
there any way to not share a link that will automatically display
the privacy image? I understand that the user can edit the link
and fix the image by adding an image as a plain link. But if I
share the link, how can I make sure the image appears? A:
Normally you can set a specific custom privacy mode for your
site. To do this, you'd go to the site's'master page' (the main
page) and edit the privacy tab for that page. You should be able
to drag that privacy mode onto all the pages in your site then.
You can find out how the privacy mode is set up for your site by
going to: for the relevant part and hit the 'contact webmaster'
option at the bottom. If you have more specific questions that
can't be addressed through the above, then I can try to help. i
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